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December 29, 2020 
 
KYTECH MACHINE WORKS LTD. 
33 Albert Street 
Mount Albert, Ontario L0G 1M0 
 
Attention: Mr. Chris Birker 
 

LEADWELL LTC-25IL TURNING CENTRE 
 

Dear Chris, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to quote the LEADWELL LTC-25IL HORIZONTAL TURNING CENTRE for your 
facilities in Mount Albert, Ontario.  
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45° MASSIVE SLANT BED 

• The rigid meehanite cast iron 45° slant bed - with large X and Z axis + tail stock box ways for heavy 
component support - allows chips to fall directly into the chip tank, avoiding accumulation inside 
the machine. 

• The chip tank employs large wheels making it easy to move it for chip removal and cleaning. 
• All the chips are channeled to the included belt-type lift-up chip conveyor which disposes these 

outside the machine on the right side. 
 
DIRECTLY COUPLED SERVO MOTORS 
The Leadwell LTC series servo motors are directly connected to the ball screws with rigid shaft couplings. 
These couplings ensure that even under severe loading from sharp corner machining precise interpolation 
is achieved. This design is superior to both belt driven and flexible shaft coupling designs. 
 
SPINDLE 

• Leadwell produces superior spindles. Built with high precision P4 grade bearings the one-piece 
cartridge ensures precise alignment for smooth run-out free operations. 

• The massive headstock, rigid spindle and superior bearing design along with high rpm all facilitate 
heavy stock removal and precision tolerances. 

• Both the headstock and spindles are machines in a temperature controlled environment and are 
assembled in a clean room. 
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TOOL SETTER 

 
The included tool setter has a touch sensor that can measure various tool lengths and detect broken tools. 
It can be easily programmed to store all the tool information to reduce tool change-over time. 
 
LASER CALIBRATION 

 
Lasers are used to measure the positioning accuracy of every machine over the full length of travel of each 
axis. Leadwell uses these measurements to compensate any axis error so that each machine meets the 
high accuracy requirements. Each machine is shipped with a positioning accuracy chart. 
 
MACHINE GEOMETRY CHECKING 

 
Precision indicators are used to verify that spindle run-out and headstock to tailstock alignment meet all 
the specifications. 
 
CUTTING AND COOLANT TESTING 

 
Each machine must complete rigorous cutting tests to ensure machine integrity. Coolant tests guarantee 
that all components are working properly and machines are 100% leak proof. 
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LEADWELL LTC-25IL TURNING CENTRE SPECIFICATIONS 
 
maximum swing     670mm (26.3”) 
maximum turret diameter    450mm (17.7”) 
maximum turning length    1020mm (40.1”) 
bar capacity      103mm (4”) 
 
X-axis travel with heavy duty box guide ways  225 + 25mm (8.8” + 1”) 
Z-axis travel with heavy duty box guide ways  1050mm (41.3”) 
 
spindle nose      A2-11 
maximum spindle speed    3500 rpm 
spindle motor      18.5kW (24.8 hp) 
hydraulic chuck diameter    305mm (12”) 
 
number of tool stations     12 
shank height for square tool    25mm (1”) 
shank diameter for boring bar    40mm (1.5”) 
 
X-axis rapid feed rate     15m per minute (590” per minute) 
Z-axis rapid feed rate     20m per minute (787” per minute) 
 
X-axis motor      1.8kW (2.4 hp) 
Z-axis motor      4kW (5.4 hp) 
        
tailstock quill diameter     100mm (3.9”) 
quill taper      MT#5 
 
length x width x height     3759 x 1930 x 2030mm (148” x 76” x 79.9”) 
weight       6500kg (14,330 lbs.) 
power requirement     40kVa 
 
Note: The above machine specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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STANDARD & INCLUDED EQUIPMENT 
- Fagor 8060 control with conversational plus standard G-code programming 
- Fagor complete online conversational turning centre programming/operation course 
- Fagor offline programming software 
- Fagor 8060 remote support* 
- 12” hydraulic 3-jaw chuck with a set of soft and hard jaws and high - low chuck pressure 
- Renishaw tool setter 
- programmable tailstock 
- chain type chip conveyor 
- high pressure coolant system 
- auto lubrication system 
- work light 
- heat exchanger for electrical cabinet 
- tool holder package 
 
SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE: US $112,800 

 
. 
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*FAGOR 8060/8065/8070 REMOTE SUPPORT PROGRAM: 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
Pricing shown is in US funds. 
The above pricing is F.O.B. Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
Applicable taxes are extra. 
CSA approval is included in the pricing. 
 
The payment terms  
30% with order, 60% on delivery, 10% 30 days after delivery. 
 
Warranty 
Two (2) years on parts & labour. 
 
Delivery 
Stock at the Masteel warehouse in Oakville, Ontario, subject to prior sale. 
 
*CUSTOMER’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Pick-up the machine at Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
- Off load the machine from the truck at the customer’s site. 
- Provide all lifting equipment to move the machine into place for assembly. 
- Provide a single concrete slab level foundation per the machine foundation requirements. 
- Provide power to the machine by a certified electrician. 
- Provide hydraulic + way lube oil plus coolant fluid for the machine. 
 

*MASTEEL’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Assemble / level the machine on the customer’s shop floor and anchor the machine to the 

customer supplied foundation.  
- Complete the machine installation and accuracy test.  
- One day of basic machine operator training.   

 
Pre-Start Health and Safety Review (PHSR) is the responsibility of the customer and is not included in the 
above pricing. 
 
This proposal is valid for thirty (30) days. 
 
We look forward to working with you on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
MASTEEL AMERICA CORPORATION 
 
Ron Nater 
Manager, Eastern Canada 
phone: 647.270.4434 
email: ron@masteels.com 
website: www.ronnater.ca 


